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Document Fraud Detection
Forensics for the 21st Century

Optical spectroscopy and imaging have the ability to transform the field of
forensic science – namely through scientific detection of altered or
fraudulent documents. Optical coherence tomography and hyperspectral
imaging instrumentation provide information and insight that had been
previously impossible to obtain. Utilizing these advanced non-destructive
technologies, Hindsight’s experts scientifically analyze signatures, stamps
and other document features to confirm or refute their authenticity.

Advanced Technology = Enhanced Results:

2-D slice of document showing toner printed over
a signature, proving forgery.

Depth profile showing bright shadow of ink with no
impressions left by a pen, proving forgery

Examples of evidence of forgery that Hindsight can detect:
v Signatures, stamps or initial sets match the spectrum for inkjet printer
v Signatures, stamps, or initial sets lack impression on page from ballpoint pen
v All marks on page demonstrate light occluding properties of toner rather than ink
v Toner-based signature line crossing over the top of the signature
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WHAT WE DO: Hindsight’s
trained technical team
expertly scans the
documents and carefully
analyzes the data. Our
profession report writing
team summarizes and
clearly explains the results
to prove or disprove
authenticity of a signature
or document.

When mortgage holders seek your help and protection from lenders attempting to foreclose
on the property, the best way to protect them is by confirming the lender has the original
mortgage document, and not a photocopy or altered version of the original.
Under the direction of the lawyers, and with permission of the court, we dispatch our team to
the courthouse to begin the process.
1. Scan identified regions of interest on documents using advanced imaging equipment.
Hindsight’s fully-trained technicians have years of laboratory and forensic experience, and
expertly utilize our non-destructive instrumentation to scan all sections of the document that
might prove fraudulent to facilitate confirmation or denial of authenticity.
2. Analyze the data to determination authenticity of the document.
Hindsight employs leading scientists in the field of spectroscopy who are versed in the data
analysis and multivariate software our instrumentation requires, while also working toward an
AI algorithm to facilitate even faster data reduction.
3. Write a report suitable for the courts to explain the results of the analysis.
Working closely with our technicians and scientists, our forensic writers create a report with
images and explanations suitable for non-scientific readers.
4. Submit the report to the lawyer/the court and await a court date.
Hindsight can provide expert witness testimony to further explain the technologies,
equipment, process, or results.

